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Shore up Japan's weakened health care
system

Shore up Japan's weakened health
care system | The Japan Times
As we enter the second month in a state
of emergency, the COVID-19 crisis has
exposed the fragility of Japan's health
care system. Its capacity has been
strained to the brink of breaking down amid the surge of infections
and patients with grave symptoms. The government needs to learn
from the current pandemic to reassess the state of the nation's
medical services and rebuild their resiliency to crises.
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Distant dreams of a stimulus

Distant dreams of a stimulus
A warped doctrine of self-reliance, a
roundabout way of reinventing the worst
elements of the licensing raj system and
a stab at corporatizing farm trade are the
three bad ideas embedded in the
Narendra Modi government's 'pretend'
stimulus plan to revive an economy that
many believe stands on the brink of
recession.
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If there is no additional borrowing, there can
be no additional expenditure, no fiscal
stimulus

If there is no additional borrowing,
there can be no additional
expenditure, no fiscal stimulus
On May 12, the Prime Minister grabbed
the headline with the announcement of a
Rs 20 lakh crore Economic Stimulus
Package - but left the page blank! Beginning May 13, the Finance
Minister started giving out the 'details' of the package. The people left
fuming were the farmers; migrants; and workers.
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Economic Times

ET Editorials Blog - Economic Times
Blog
Quick takes, analyses and macro-level
views on all contemporary economic,
financial and political events.
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Hindustan Times

Editorial News: Latest Editorial
News Today, Editorial News
Headlines India | Hindustan Times
Editorial News - Read latest Editorial
News from India and the World from all
popular sections such as politics,
entertainment, sports, crime, regional, technology, business and more
at hindustantimes.com.
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Editorials, Editorial Opinions,
Editorial News, The Hindu Opinion
At a time when everyone is awaiting an
early end to the health and economic
crisis caused by the global pandemic,
the interests of labourers and workers
are once again set to be sacrificed. The revival of business and
economic activity after weeks of forced closure is indeed a key
objective to be achieved.
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Indian Express

Columns, Leading Columns, Indian
Express Columns
Columns- Find the latetst news by the
leading Columninst of The Indian
Express. Also get views by top Columns
at The Indian Express.
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Times of India

Times of India Readers' Blog
Find out the views, opinions, analysis of
our experts on entertainment, news,
economy, science, spirituality and much
more at Times of India
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TOI Editorials

TOI Editorials Blog - Times of India
Blog
The Times of India has updated its
Privacy and Cookie policy. We use
cookies to ensure that we give you the
better experience on our website. If you
continue without changing your settings, we'll assume that you are
happy to receive all cookies on the The Times of India website.
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Covid-19: Tabichi calls for long term
education plan for Africa

Covid-19: Tabichi calls for long term
education plan for Africa
Saturday May 16 2020 In Summary The
teachers urged governments to deliver
quality remote education and cautioned
against any cuts to education budgets.
The celebrated teachers urged governments to protect vulnerable
teachers from the threat of Covid-19 when schools reopen. Over 1.5
billion learners globally have been affected by Covid-19, according to
Unesco.
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Changing face of Classrooms in COVID
times

WWW.EDUCATIONTIMES.COM
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Education secretary announces coronavirus
tests for schoolchildren

Education secretary announces
coronavirus tests for schoolchildren
Education secretary Gavin Williamson
announced schoolchildren and their
families would be tested for coronavirus
if they develop symptoms, as he struck a
conciliatory tone on Saturday in a bid to reassure parents and appease
unions.
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Alert! CBSE postpones release of datesheet
for pending Class 10, Class 12 board exams
– Check new dates here

Alert! CBSE postpones release of
datesheet for pending Class 10,
Class 12 board exams - Check new
dates here
The Central Board of Secondary
Education (CBSE) has deferred its earlier
notice, and will now announce the date sheet for the pending board
exams of class 10th and 12th by Monday, May 18, Union Human
Resources Development Minister Dr Ramesh Pokhriyal Nishank said
in a tweet.
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Beware! Fake CBSE Board exam 2020 date
sheet being circulated on social media

Beware! Fake CBSE Board exam
2020 date sheet being circulated on
social media
A datesheet claiming the CBSE Board
exam 2020, business studies paper will
be held on July 1 has been circulating on
social media and WhatsApp. HRD Minister Ramesh Pokhriyal
'Nishank' took it to twitter today, i.e. May 17, 2020, that the revised
date-sheet for pending CBSE Board exams 2020 will be out today.
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Odisha to promote students of Classes 1 to
9 and 11 in Govt schools

Odisha to promote students of
Classes 1 to 9 and 11 in Govt
schools
Odisha government has announced that
all students of classes 1 to 9 and 11 who
are studying in state government
schools will get promoted to the next class. (Representative Image)
Attention students, Odisha government has announced that all
students of classes 1 to 9 and 11 who are studying in state
government schools will get promoted to the next class.
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Education News

Education News 2020: Latest Exam
Results, Board Exam, Admit Card
Notifications | Hindustan Times
Education News 2020: Get latest news
updates on Board Exam, Admit Card,
School, India Results, universities cut off
list, government recruitment and bank notification along with other
career updates at Hindustan Times
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Desperate bid for privatisation

Desperate bid for privatisation
Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman.
(Photo: PTI) In her fourth tranche of
support blueprint for the Atamnirbhar
Bharat Abhiyan, Finance Minister
Nirmala Sitharaman opened up avenues
for the private capital in eight sectors -- coal, minerals, defence
production, civil aviation, power distribution, social infrastructure,
space and atomic energy -- but stops before opening it up completely.
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FM Sitharaman's fourth tranche: From
reforms in mineral mining sector to defense
manufacturing

FM Sitharaman's fourth tranche:
From reforms in mineral mining
sector to defence manufacturing
Unveiling the fourth tranche of
government's mega stimulus, Finance
Minister Nirmala Sitharaman laid
emphasis on wide-ranging structural reforms across eight critical
sectors- Coal, Minerals, Defence Production, Airspace management,
Power Distribution companies, Social Infrastructure Projects, Space
sectors and Atomic Energy.
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FM Nirmala Sitharaman announces reforms
in eight key sectors

FM Nirmala Sitharaman announces
reforms in eight key sectors
FDI limit in defence production through
automatic route has been increased to
74% from 49%, while private sector
participation has been allowed in space
exploration as part of structural reforms that were announced for a
variety of sectors including mineral mining, civil aviation and atomic
energy.
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Special Cell is ensuring hassle-free
movement of perishables across India:
Agriculture Minister

Special Cell is ensuring hassle-free
movement of perishables across
India: Agriculture Minister
Several steps have been taken to help
farmers and to ensure efficient supply of
vegetables, Union Agriculture Minister
Narendra Singh Tomar tells Prerna Katiyar in an interview. More than
2,000 major markets are functional across the country now, he says.

THE ECONOMIC TIMES
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As the Coronavirus Contagion Grows in
Russia, Putin’s Strongman Image Weakens

As the Coronavirus Contagion
Grows in Russia, Putin's Strongman
Image Weakens - The Moscow
Times
If you were taking your cues from
Russia's longtime leader Vladimir Putin
this week, you would have been left thinking that the country's worst
struggles with the coronavirus pandemic were over. "Starting
tomorrow, May 12, the national non-working period will end for the
entire country and for all sectors of the economy," the Russian
president during a televised address to the nation Monday.

THE MOSCOW TIMES
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Changing lifestyles in the post-pandemic
'new normal'

Changing lifestyles in the post-
pandemic 'new normal' | The Japan
Times
When the state of emergency was
extended at the beginning of May, a
panel of experts advising the
government called on the need for people to switch to "new lifestyles"
to adapt to the extended fight against COVID-19, so that gradual
resumption of economic activities in areas with fewer new infections
would not result in another surge of cases.

THE JAPAN TIMES
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In a Post-COVID-19 World, the Only Way
Ahead for India Is Economic Federalism

In a Post-COVID-19 World, the Only
Way Ahead for India Is Economic
Federalism
To deal with the uncertainties of a new
global era, from pandemics to crises of
mass hunger, India needs to adopt
universal social welfare and re-assembling its macro economy into a
federal cluster of self-sustaining state economies. One way is to learn
from the EU.
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It has taken the coronavirus crisis to bring
out the radical in Modi

It has taken the coronavirus crisis to
bring out the radical in Modi
In May 2014, when Narendra Modi
surprised everyone by winning a majority
for the BJP on its own, many dreams
were being floated about India 2.0. He
was bold, a master of communications and had executive experience
as Gujarat chief minister for over 12 years. But even so, he proceeded
with caution in economic matters.
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In a democracy that aspires to building free
market economy, all govt needs to do is get
out of the way

In a democracy that aspires to
building free market economy, all
govt needs to do is get out of the
way
It has taken this pandemic to bring home
the horrible reality that decades of bad
political and economic policies have dehumanised millions of Indians.
It is sad but true that the desperate people forced to walk hundreds of
kilometres home are seen as lesser human beings than their more
privileged brethren, brought back on Air India flights and naval
warships.
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Student loans: what do I need to know about
applying?

Student loans: what do I need to
know about applying?
It might seem a touch premature given
what's happening in the world, but for
anyone planning to start university in the
autumn the deadline for student loan
applications falls on 22 May. If you - or your offspring - are in this boat,
here's what you need to know about the process.
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Opinion Column, Readers Opinion,
News Columns, Newspaper Articles
Read Articles, Columns, Opinions,
Analysis, Comments And Much More
From Readers Of The Hindu On Latest
News & Leading Topics
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The Hindu

News Columns, Opinion Columns,
Newspaper Columns, Editorial
Columns
Follow What The Hindu Columnists Have
To Say On Trending Topics From The
World Of Politics, Sports, Business &
Entertainment
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Teacher training: how do you prepare to
teach a new class during lockdown?
An essential part of the recruitment process for any new teacher
is meeting the pupils: but how do you do that under lockdown
regulations?

Teacher training: how do you
prepare to teach a new class during
lockdown?
Ross Morrison McGill If you are a
teacher looking to move between
schools during the coronavirus
lockdown, how can you make the most of the online education
experience with your new class? This is interesting new territory for
many teachers.
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The new rules of remote recruiting: how to
prepare for an online interview

The new rules of remote recruiting:
how to prepare for an online
interview
Emma Sheppard Candidates in their
dressing gowns, dogs and children
running about, partners in the
background watching TV, or piles of dirty washing up on the kitchen
counter - with 25 years in the recruitment sector, David Stone has
heard it all when it comes to disastrous video interviews.
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How to conduct a remote interview: seven
tips for schools hiring teachers

How to conduct a remote interview:
seven tips for schools hiring
teachers
Ross Morrison McGill As a result of the
Covid-19 pandemic, more schools than
ever are recruiting new teachers online.
How can you prepare effectively to make the most of the remote
interview process? This handy seven-point guide will help you keep in
mind the questions you should be asking any potential new members
of your staffroom.

THE GUARDIAN
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Religious leaders can play pivotal role to
combat Covid-19 pandemic, says UN chief

Religious leaders can play pivotal
role to combat Covid-19 pandemic,
says UN chief
world Updated: May 17, 2020 06:53 IST
UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres
on Saturday said the religious leaders
around the world can play an important role to deliver solutions in the
fight against Covid-19 pandemic and help people recover from effects
of the illness.

HINDUSTAN TIMES
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Covid-19: Brazil overtakes Spain, becomes
the fourth-most infected country

Covid-19: Brazil overtakes Spain,
becomes the fourth-most infected
country
The country reported a daily record for
cases on Friday -- hours after Jair
Bolsonaro lost his second health
minister in under a month as the
president's reopen-at-all-costs stance
alienates the medical community and
deepens a political clash with state
governors.

HINDUSTAN TIMES

Articles from international
dailies
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Coronavirus updates LIVE: Morrison
government locks in COVID-19 independent
review with EU support as global cases top
4.5 million, Australian death toll at 98

Coronavirus updates LIVE: Morrison
government locks in COVID-19
independent review with EU support
as global cases top 4.5 million,
Australian death toll at 98
Updated first published at Normal text
size Larger text size Very large text size If you're just joining us,
welcome to Sunday. I'll be taking you through to the afternoon with the
latest updates on the coronavirus pandemic, near and far.
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Russia's Coronavirus Cases Rise By 9,200,
Signaling Potential Slowdown

Russia's Coronavirus Cases Rise By
9,200, Signaling Potential
Slowdown - The Moscow Times
Russia says its high number of cases is
due in part to a massive testing
campaign that has seen more than 6
million tests carried out. Moscow accounts for roughly half of all
infections and the city said it would be launching mass voluntary tests
for antibodies from Friday.
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Japan joins calls for probe into WHO's
coronavirus response

Japan joins calls for probe into
WHO's coronavirus response | The
Japan Times
Japan will call for an investigation into
the World Health Organization's initial
response to the coronavirus pandemic,
Prime Minister Shinzo Abe has said. "With the European Union,
(Japan) will propose that a fair, independent and comprehensive
verification be conducted," Abe said on an internet program Friday.

THE JAPAN TIMES
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Prefectures across Japan begin easing
school and business shutdown requests

Prefectures across Japan begin
easing school and business
shutdown requests | The Japan
Times
Local authorities in Japan have started
relaxing their requests that businesses
and schools shut down since the central government on Thursday
lifted its coronavirus state of emergency in 39 of the country's 47
prefectures. Forty-one prefectures have fully or partially lifted their
business shutdown requests, according to a Jiji Press survey as of
Friday.

THE JAPAN TIMES
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Vice-premier inspects Jilin, urges stronger
COVID-19 control

Vice-premier inspects Jilin, urges
stronger COVID-19 control
JILIN, Jilin Province - Vice-Premier Sun
Chunlan called for more decisive,
precise, flexible and effective measures
in regular epidemic prevention and
control to avoid further spread of the COVID-19 outbreak. Sun, also a
member of the Political Bureau of the Communist Party of China
Central Committee, made the remarks during an inspection tour in
Northeast China's Jilin province starting on Wednesday night.
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President Xi on law-based epidemic
prevention and control

President Xi on law-based epidemic
prevention and control
Copyright 1995 - . All rights reserved.
The content (including but not limited to
text, photo, multimedia information, etc)
published in this site belongs to China
Daily Information Co (CDIC). Without written authorization from CDIC,
such content shall not be republished or used in any form.
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COVID-19: Spraying disinfectants can be
'harmful', says WHO
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COVID-19: Spraying disinfectants
can be 'harmful', says WHO
GENEVA: Spraying disinfectant on the
streets, as practised in some countries,
does not eliminate the new coronavirus
and even poses a health risk, the World
Health Organization (WHO) warned on Saturday. In a document on
cleaning and disinfecting surfaces as part of the response to the virus,
the WHO says spraying can be ineffective.
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WHO says 8 Covid-19 vaccine candidates in
clinical trial

WHO says 8 Covid-19 vaccine
candidates in clinical trial
world Updated: May 17, 2020 07:13 IST
A total of eight vaccine candidates for
Covid-19 are in the clinical trial while
another 110 are in various stages of
development across the globe, according to World Health
Organisation (WHO) data.
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'Rushed and premature': parents reveal fears
over schools reopening amid Covid-19
crisis

'Rushed and premature': parents
reveal fears over schools reopening
amid Covid-19 crisis
Parents in England have complained that
the decision by the UK government to
reopen primary schools on 1 June was
"rushed and premature". The plan is that primary schools will bring
back reception, year 1 and year 6 classes, as well as nursery children,
if they have them.
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Inside Dharavi: Covid-19 hits Asia's largest
slum | Special report

Inside Dharavi: Covid-19 hits Asia's
largest slum | Special report
Mumbai's Dharavi, one of Asia's largest
slum areas, has so far reported 1,198
coronavirus cases and 53 death due to
the novel virus. The slum is at the heart
of the coronavirus hotspots in Mumbai. Controlling the contagion in
Dharavi is a challenge.
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This woman left college with $80,000 in
loans and no degree. Now she plans to...

Video
Watch the latest CNBC financial clips,
breaking news, and expert business
analysis in our video gallery.
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Structural reforms in key sectors will bring
dramatic change for future: FICCI

Structural reforms in key sectors
will bring dramatic change for
future: FICCI
Federation of Indian Chambers of
Commerce and Industry (FICCI) reacted
over the announcements made by Union
Finance Minister, Nirmala Sitharaman in the fourth installment of
economic package announced by Prime Minister Narendra Modi in
the view of coronavirus.Secretary General of FICCI, Dilip Chenoy said,
"Announcements made by Finance Minister today are significant and
can have dramatic change for future of India.

THE ECONOMIC TIMES
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University league tables 2020

University league tables 2020
Find a course at a UK university
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